The dataset \texttt{flvote.dat} on the website lists the votes by country for four candidates for president (Gore, Bush, Buchanan, Nader) and three for senator (Logan, McCollum, Nelson) Florida, 2000.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{lcc}
  & President & Senator \\
  Republican & Bush & McCollum \\
  Democrat & Gore & Nelson \\
  Green & Nader & \\
  Reform & Buchanan & \\
  Other & Buchanan & Logan \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

As you may recall, Palm Beach country was the home of the notorious “butterfly ballot”, an unfortunate layout that might have led people intending to vote for Gore to vote for Buchanan instead.

Analyse the data to decide how much the butterfly ballot affected votes in Palm Beach county and write a report a few pages long (including graphs and so on) suitable for a non-statistical audience.

(due Oct 10, 9am)